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This message is from the Ascended Whale Masters and is intended to provide insight for the family of 

man during this time in the ascension process. 

The Ascended Master Cat Being, Puddah would like us now to introduce you to the Great 

Grandmother of all of the great Whales.  This Goddess of the Great Whales creates a vibratory 

signature that will sound in human language something like WA TA KEE E. This great Goddess Whale 

has sung her name and vibration into the waves of the Earth’s oceans and all waters upon the earth.  

You can connect to this great Shining One through the water in your body.  We suggest you use your 

intention to connect her amazing resonance or frequency with your own.  WA TA KEE E has descended 

from a six dimensional frequency and is speaking at this time through the Being known as Reyon.  Her 

primary role and intention is to provide sound coordinates to the residents of Earth and to the 

neighboring planetary bodies. 

Let us send our consciousness together now through the vortex of Ascension out of the third 

dimensional physical universe into a fourth dimensional experience.  Here we can connect to the 

essence of our Great Grandmother Whale as she is the conductor of the music of the spheres and the 

orchestration of the Earth’s Ascension.  It is important to note that in this Ascension that you as 

humanoids are preparing for the passageway through to the next dimensional octave of existence.    

This Ascension passage for Mother Gaia and Father Sun into a higher dimensional experience is what 

we have long awaited for.   

There is great assistance for all humankind now to move forward releasing their karmic burdens.  

During the experience of living in polarity on Earth, most are weighed down now with that which they 

have accumulated while living in the third dimensional physical universe.  The shadow of challenges 

such as pain and disease must now be confronted and released.  Every single unit of consciousness on 

the planet must now account for that which they have created both light and dark.  Communication 

now with WA TA KEE E can be of great assistance to us all, as she is offering to be a midwife for us.  

She can oversee the passage into the higher realms.  She is a representative of Creator, sent from the 

higher realms to help restore us to wholeness.  She brings music and the harmonies that are sacred 

that will help us with the dissolution of matter and release of karma.   

From our perspective, the great whales of planet Earth, WA TA KEE E is an expanded unit of 

consciousness that is immeasurable from this location.  It is an honor and a privilege to have this 

Great Light Being return to our place of residence here on planet Earth to assist us.  The ancient 

stories tell of her great swim in the oceans of many planets.  Her vast experience is written into the 

Akashic Records and her journey is etched upon the souls of all whales everywhere.  We sense and 

feel her, and we weave our truth with her truth as we move through the waters of this world.  She has 

moved from a physical form many times, and she has crystallized her essence into Spirit.  Her ancient 



energy has returned to assist us in our ascent from matter back into forms of Light.  It is time to 

reweave our energy back into the Divine flame of Creator, back to perfect oneness and truth. 

WA TA KEE E offers her love, teachings and stewardship to the humans during their ascent into the 

spiral of the next wave of existence.  She can assist you to see and hear the brilliance and magnitude 

of the music of the spheres.  This great White Whale who roams the multi-verse is now open to assist 

in weaving the fabric of the time space in this dimension back into Light.   

From your place of human form we know it is may be difficult for you to understand the potential that 

you are now being asked to co-create.  As we watch, many humans are now caught in the struggle of 

imagining what it would be like to know their God.  For a moment, we ask you not to separate your 

vision from ours.  Understand that the Gods that Creator has sent are here in many forms, and all are 

not humanoid.   

 

The Whales of your planet are very advanced Beings of Service.   We use our sounds and energy to 

align and balance the oceans and the earth.  We acknowledge WA TA KEE E as she makes her 

expansive presence known to us at this time in earth’s evolution.  She asks us to remind you that all of 

creation is formed through sound.  Every sound contributes to the experience of creation and WA TA 

KEE E is attuned to every human, every bird and to every animal as all are a part of the great 

orchestration and the Symphony of life on earth 

And as time has passed, many of you and your beautiful Mother Earth have come into imbalance.  WA 

TA KEE E brings and restores the perfected harmonies of creation that are required for ascension.  She 

assists in bringing the waters of the planet back in balance so life can flourish as you know it.  She is 

here to assist us all in finding harmony again.  She asks us to focus now on healing ourselves and re-

aligning our bodies using liquid light.  The Whale Beings are asking the humans to begin to live in 

freedom, side-by-side with the great Cetaceans and all life.  We are the ancient race and can share 

with you the experience of what it is like to live in planetary harmony and peace.  We have moved 

into a state of blissful surrender to the energies of Prime Creator and remain connected to each other 

throughout the realms of the multi-verse while still celebrating their physical form upon within the 

oceans.   

We ask you know to tune your energies and your consciousness to the magnitude of what you are 

about to experience as humans.  First, remember that whoever you are and wherever you are, you 

have done this ascension process together before.  However, what is unique and wonderful about 

what is to come is that never before has an entire solar system and a planet with biological forms 

aboard ascended.  This next step in your evolution is far more than illusion or a just a story of 

prophecy.  Together joined in love the opportunity that is now available to you represents the 

maximum of life’s potential to lovingly choose to increase your vibration and remembrance of the 

truth. 



We ask you now to choose to tune your emotions to that of joy and love, knowing that you are 

imprinting the sacred geometry that you are composed of with patterns of perfection.  

We the Whales are the missionaries of peace from the period the great star system of Sirius.  We have 

come to be the Emissaries of Light for the awakened ones and we offer you the opportunity to 

participate and experience in a dimensional shift of interstellar proportions. Tune with all of your 

focus and intention now to the unfolding miracle we have all waited for.  Tune your hearts to our 

sounds, our messages and our immense unconditional love as we move into this hour of 

unfathomable transition to the next world.  We simply remind you that now is the time that is 

designated to restore our forms to perfection using the great vehicle of sound.  Come play with us and 

FEEL the celebration of life as we feel it when love permeates all realms. 

You are dearly loved! 

The Great Whales of Planet Earth and WA TA KEE E – the Great White Whale 

 

 


